Are you admitting malpractice if you apologize to a patient?

Dear Dr. Mossman:

Recently, my prescribing error caused a patient to get very sick. I feel terrible. I want to tell my patient I’m sorry, but I’ve heard that a lawyer could use my “confession” to prove I’ve committed malpractice. If I apologize, could my words come back to haunt me if a lawsuit is filed?

Submitted by “Dr. E”

As several faiths have long recognized, apologies are important social acts that express our awareness of and obligations to each other. In recent years, psychologists have established how apologies confer emotional benefits on those who give and receive them.1 Offering a sincere apology can be the right thing to do and a beneficial act for both the apologizing and the injured parties.

Traditionally, physicians have avoided apologizing for errors that harmed patients. Part of the reluctance stemmed from pride or wanting to avoid shame. But as Dr. E’s question suggests, doctors also have feared—and lawyers have advised—that apologizing might compromise a malpractice defense.2

Attitudes have changed in recent years, however. Increasingly, practitioners, medical organizations, and risk management entities are telling physicians they should apologize for errors, and many states have laws that mitigate adverse legal consequences of saying “I’m sorry.”

In response to Dr. E’s questions, I’ll examine:

• ethical and professional obligations following unexpected outcomes
• physicians’ reasons for being reluctant to apologize

Owning up: Ethical and professional expectations

Current codes of medical ethics say that physicians should tell patients when mistakes and misjudgments have caused harm. “It is a fundamental ethical requirement that a physician should at all times deal honestly and openly with patients,” states the American Medical Association’s Code of Ethics. When a patient suffers because of a medical error, “the physician is ethically required to inform the patient of all the facts necessary to ensure” the patient can “make informed decisions regarding future medical care.”3

The National Patient Safety Foundation,4 the American College of Physicians,5 and the Joint Commission (the agency that provides official accreditation of thousands of healthcare organizations) have voiced similar positions for years. Since 2001, the Joint Commission has required that practitioners and medical facilities tell patients and families “about the outcomes of care, treatment, and services ... including unanticipated outcomes.”6

Reluctance is understandable

Although these recommendations and policies suggest that telling patients about
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medical errors is an established professional expectation, physicians remain reluctant to apologize to patients for emotional and legal reasons that are easy to understand.

Apologizing is hard. On one hand, research shows that refusing to apologize sometimes increases feelings of empowerment and control, and can boost self-esteem more than apologizing does. On the other, apologizing often requires one to acknowledge a failure or betrayal of trust and to experience guilt, shame, embarrassment, or fear that one’s apology will be met with anger or rejection.

Physicians historically have treated errors as personal failures. Apologizing in a medical context can feel like saying, “I am incompetent.” The law has reinforced this attitude. As the Mississippi Supreme Court put it, “Medical malpractice is legal fault by a physician or surgeon. It arises from the failure of a physician to provide the quality of care required by law” (emphasis added).

Some lawyers continue to advise physicians not to make admissions that could be used in a malpractice case. Their reasoning: If a doctor does something that adversely affects a malpractice insurer’s ability to defend the case, the insurer might not provide liability coverage for the adverse event.

**Emotional and legal benefits**

Against this no-apology stance is a growing body of theoretical, empirical, and practical arguments favoring apologies for medical errors. Case studies suggest that anger is behind much medical malpractice litigation and that physicians’ apologies—which reduce anger and increase communication—might reduce patients’ motivations to sue.

Apologies sometimes lead to forgiveness, an emotional state that “can provide victims and offenders with many important benefits, including enhanced psychological well-being ... and greater physiological health.” Apologies do this by mitigating the injured party’s negative emotional states and diminishing rumination about the transgression and perceived harm severity.

The practical argument favoring apologizing is that it may defuse feelings that lead to lawsuits and reduce the size of pay-
outs. Experimental studies suggest that apologizing leads to earlier satisfaction and closure, faster settlements, and lower damage payments. When apologies include admissions of fault, injured parties feel greater respect for and less need to punish those who have harmed them, are more willing to forgive, and are more likely to accept settlement offers.15

Hospitals in Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and Michigan have found that sincere apologies and effective error disclosure programs reduce malpractice payouts and lead to faster settlements.16 As some plaintiffs’ lawyers point out, being honest and forthright and fixing the injured parties’ problems can quickly defuse a lawsuit. One attorney explained things this way: “We never sue the nice, contrite doctors. Their patients never call our offices. But the doctors who are poor communicators and abandon their patients get sued all the time. Their patients come to our offices looking for answers.”17

Apology laws: Protection from your own words
The belief that apologies by physicians can help patients emotionally and reduce malpractice litigation has led state legislatures to enact so-called apology laws in many jurisdictions in the United States.18 The general point of these rules and statutes is to prevent later use of doctors’ words in litigation. States differ substantially in the scope and type of protection that their laws offer. Some states prohibit doctors’ apologies for adverse outcomes from being used in litigation to prove negligence, while others only exclude expressions of sympathy or offers to pay for corrective treatment. Selected language from several states’ apology laws appears in the Table, page 31.19-23

Do apology laws work? Recent research by economists Ho and Liu indicates that they do. Comparing payouts in states with and without apology laws, they conclude that “apology laws have the greatest reduction in average payment size and settlement time in cases involving more severe patient outcomes, such as obstetrics and anesthesia cases, cases that involve infants, and cases in which physicians improperly manage or fail to properly diagnose an illness.”24

The practical impact of apologizing for psychiatric malpractice cases is unclear, but forensic psychiatrists Marilyn Price and Patricia Recupero believe that, following some unexpected outcomes, thoughtful expressions of sympathy, regret, and—if the outcome resulted from an error—apologies may be appropriate. Price and Recupero caution that such conversations should occur as part of broader programs that investigate unanticipated adverse events and provide education and coaching about appropriate ways to make disclosures. Clinicians also should consult with legal counsel, risk management officers, and liability insurance carriers before initiating such disclosures.25
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Each week a new quiz on a topic related to the field of psychiatry will be posted. Take as many quizzes as you want—they’re all free.

Challenge yourself further by taking quizzes in other specialties!